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About This Game

Soft, fluffy, and a little on the chunky side — the podgy pussycat Dr. Meow can’t stop munching on delicious cookies and needs
your help getting his greedy little paws on more! While his owner sleeps, steal away into the kitchen and help tumble this tubby

tabby cat into the prized cookie jar.
Get stuck in!

Swipe and prod to claw away at wooden blocks, unscrew bolts, control powerful magnets and explode highly volatile uranium –
anything to reach those cookies!

The hand that feeds?
What are the owners hiding from you? Find out as this pot-bellied kitty’s journey for sweet treats takes him up into the attic and

down into the secret laboratory.
Snack happy!

Munch all the snacks in each level and spend them on new power-ups, hats, masks and even more cookie-heisting helpers.

- witness the shenanigans of Dr. Meow in a Physics Puzzler for all ages
- visit 4 game worlds (Dr. Meows Home, Spooky Attic, Mysterious Laboratory and visit the middle ages!)

- Over 100 challenging levels to complete
- two diverse game modes

- Collect over 50 fabulous cat costumes
- Use fun tools and inventive methods to reach the cookie jar!
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I play RIFT since 2011 and still enjoy it, even though it urgently needs some fresh endgame content. If you are a casual player
and haven't played it before, I am sure you will enjoy it.. Where's the sequel?. A classic point-and-click adventure game that will
keep you engaged all the way through.

+ Visuals : I know, weird to say about a wadjet game, but the environments look great for pixel graphics
+ Puzzle complexity : hard enough not to be boring, easy enough to keep you sane

+\/- Story : Servicable, nothing groundbreaking. If you enjoy Recettear, you'll probably enjoy this. It's cute, funny, and has some
mechanics (food spoiling, for e.g) that give it an interesting take that make it different enough from Recettear. I'm only 2 hours
in, and I can see myself playing this a lot.. Very cute and colorful, It will make you unbelievably hungry. The art is beautiful and
the soundtrack is premo. I found this through "The sad story of Emmeline burns" Ebi-Hime is now one of my favorites, Need to
purchase the rest. 10\/10
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Great, simple wargame. Not as in depth as some others out there, but good enough to satisfy the craving for strategic wargaming
on a late night. I dont like the price tag, but I have had some fun playing so far.. Fun game with some crazy pop culture
references. I especially liked seeing the Zardoz head.. I'm glad I waited to finally get into the game. New races are fantastic.
Well voiced and full of charisma. I wish every game had the budget to voice characters as well as this. Get it in the multipack
for $10 as opposed to individually to save money. I'm just going to cut and paste this review for all 3 since I really think they all
go together.. Really stupid that we cant have a private zombies match. not worth the $40 i spent on this game. After 21 hours, I
found this turn-based RPG to be a chore to play.
Not a good sign...
I tried to get into this game, but nothing here can keep my interest anymore.

Pros:
-Nice artwork, unique character design, bright colorful graphics.
-Steam overlay support, low system requirements, decent price.
-Xbox 360 controller support no setup required.
Cons:
-Story is boring, towns are bare bones, battle system gets boring.
-Music is terrible, sound effects are terrible, no voice acting.
-Character movement controls are bad, menus and option interface is bad, game was possibly designed for touch screens.

I want to discuss the negatives some more in detail.

You are often half a tile ahead from eveything when you move. For example, stopping in front of a door or a NPC will require
precision, and you must be directly in front to interact. It's like you are being forced to run all the time, and I couldn't find the
walk button if it exists.
The menus look like large buttons with no clear prompts about which button does what on the controller, so the controls have a
learning curve that I found to be a lot longer than it should be.
The music is really bad, and the sound effects are very tinny basically crap in my opinion, and the sound sliders blast the music
and sound effects painfully high if you raise the slider too high.
The battle system tries to keep it interesting with a wide variety of enemies, but the battle frequency is very high, and I just
found these battles to be more annoying than fun.

I am no stranger to games where you grind a lot, but you have to find the right balance of fun and challenge.

I expect more out of an RPG that I am going to spend potentially hundreds of hours on, and this game is a piece of garbage
compared to other great titles available today. The core element is there, but the overall presentation here is just not good
enough.

Skip this one, it does not have enough good qualities to warrant your time.. Silo is an exceptional bit of software... I've been
using Silo for several year both for personal work and commercially on many game projects.

The biggest use of Silo for me yet was the block out of a huge amount of the open world in the Xbox 360 title Crackdown. I
used Silo almost exclusively to produce the base models for the areas that were exported into Max, textured and polished and
then put into the game editor.

Silo is still my go to low poly and character modelling tool. When used in conjustion with other tools such as Blender it produces
an excellent pipline.. Awesome game guys!
. Just played the first two maps of this game, and I can totally say that's pretty fun ^_^

The chance to have chain reaction explosion by hitting Bonions, with the risk of potentially wiping all your characters, (that's
what happened to me during the first map :P) adds a nice layer of strategy; carefully positioning them before hitting for the big
blast :D

Gamewise, it is the typical Advance Wars \/ Super Robot Wars style game, on its side it really has a really nice character design;
the characters so far have pretty nice sprites.
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If you like the genre, it is a game that's worth buying (10\/10 would wipe my party again with a big chain reaction explosion :D )
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